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Chance Trahan Points Out That Donald Trump's Ego Is Writing Checks That His Body
Can't Cash
Turns Out That The Insane Globalist Incumbents Have Been Trying The Same Thing Over And Over Again
And Expecting Different Results Every Single Time
LOS ANGELES - May 1, 2020 - PRLog -- The first of the month is here, and for many US Citizens, the
checks Donald Trump promised aren't. Is this yet another broken promise that Incumbent President Donald
Trump made that he isn't prepared to follow through on? After all, he promised a Hillary Clinton conviction
and so far the only ones leading the charge and taking action on the matter is Judicial Watch, who's
currently getting the run around from Hillary's legal defense team that is postponing the case through filing
unnecessary paperwork that will only delay the inevitable and aid Clinton in the efforts to adjourn her case
hearing at a later date.
"Where's AG Barr on all of this. He seems nowhere to be found, not even on Twitter. Isn't he Trump's
'special prosecutor' that was hired to investigate and convict Hillary? 4 years have passed since then and all
we've got is a hot steaming pile of nothing. What's the hold up? I'm looking at my bank accounts and so far
all I'm seeing is a whole lot of debt. Hardly anyone is receiving the relief funds we were promised. Is this
another check written by Trump's ego that he doesn't intend to cash? The pathway to hell is paved on good
intentions, and Trump's barreling down the highway to hell," Sheriff Chance Trahan says.
The Nonpartisan Presidential Candidate continues, "What's a guy gotta do to get some action around here?
Between the social distancing dance and the constant power struggle in the media to keep the sex
trafficking and political extortion industries alive, all we're witnessing are some pretty ugly tricks. If you
want politically correct, you can take that malarkey up with Bill Maher or Joe Biden, even though those two
are far from ever being politically correct in any sense whatsoever."
Trahan mentions, "What's troublesome are these allegations about unleashing mutating viruses that respond
to certain radio transmissions. Have you ever seen the movie, Kingsman: The Secret Service? If what China
and Italy's been working on with Bill Gates is anything like the plot of that movie, then we've got some
serious crimes to convict the incumbents with. Strangely enough, Globalists have allegedly experimented
with this idea of forcing a certificate of vaccination on National ID cards since some time around the
1930's, possibly since World War 1 (1914-1918), or, even since Marconi. Definition of insanity, anyone?"
Guglielmo Giovanni Maria Marconi (1874-1937) was an Italian inventor and electrical engineer, best
known for long-distance radio transmission, Marconi's law, and a radio telegraph system.
Learn More About Chance Trahan For President: https://ChanceTrahan.com
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